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From acclaimed Native American storyteller Joseph Bruchac comes a collection of seven lively
plays for children to perform, each one adapted from a different traditional Native tale. Filled with
heroes and tricksters, comedy and drama, these entertaining plays are a wonderful way to bring
Native cultures to life for young people. Each play has multiple parts that can be adjusted to suit
the size of a particular group and includes simple, informative suggestions for props, scenery,
and costumes that children can help to create. Introductory notes and beautiful, detailed
illustrations add to young readers' understanding of the seven Native nations whose traditions
have inspired the plays.

From BooklistBruchac adapts seven traditional tales from various tribes into plays for children.
Each play is introduced with a brief tribal background, a list of characters, suggestions for props
and scenery, and recommended costumes. Representing tribes from Bruchac's own Abenaki to
the Cherokee, Tlingit, and Zuni, the plays are mostly pourquoi tales, explaining how mosquitos
came into the world or why stars are visible at night. Black-and-white drawings, contributed by
Teresa Flavin, suggest backdrops and enhance the reader's enjoyment. Easily modified for
various numbers of children, and easily produced with everyday materials, these plays offer an
excellent extension of American Indian studies for elementary students as well as models for
student writing. Performance and photocopying rights are granted for school and home
performances as long as no admittance fees are charged. Karen Hutt --This text refers to the
hardcover edition.From School Library JournalGrade 2-5-Anyone looking for an unusual way to
introduce Native American cultures and stories might try this collection. The scripts are based on
tales from the Abenaki, Ojibway, Cherokee, Cheyenne, Snohomish, Tlingit, and Zuni and are
accompanied by brief introductions to each tribe and its culture. Many Native words and phrases
are included in the dialogues, along with helpful pronunciations. The short, simple scripts are
accessible to young, inexperienced actors. The casts include speaking and nonspeaking parts
that can be adjusted to group needs. Suggestions are given for easy-to-make costumes, props,
and scenery. A variety of pen-and-ink drawings illustrate the plays, as well as one lively gouache
illustration per selection. Through color and style, the paintings reflect the regions and cultures
of the tribes and add to readers' appreciation and understanding of the atmosphere and
setting.Darcy Schild, Schwegler Elementary School, Lawrence, KS Copyright 2000 Reed
Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.From the Inside FlapFilled
with heroes and tricksters, comedy and drama, Native American tales have entertained children
from their ancient origins in the oral tradition to the present day. Now renowned Native storyteller
Joseph Bruchac has adapted seven traditional tales from Native peoples around North America
as delightful plays for children themselves to perform. Each play has multiple parts that can be



adjusted to suit the size of a particular group, and includes simple suggestions for props,
scenery, and costumes that children can help to create. From "Gluskabe and Old Man Winter", a
battle of wits between an Abenaki hero and the frosty ruler of the Winter Land, to "The Strongest
One", a Zuni tale that offers a dazzling procession of characters, children are sure to enjoy
presenting these lively pieces. Introductory notes and Teresa Flavin's beautiful, detailed
illustrations add to young people's understanding of the seven Native nations whose traditions
have inspired the plays. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.From the Back CoverGluskabe
and Old Man Winter AbenakiStar Sisters OjibwayPossum's Tail CherokeeWihio's Duck Dance
CheyennePushing Up the Sky SnohomishThe Cannibal Monster TlingitThe Strongest One Zuni--
This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorJoseph Bruchac is a highly acclaimed
children's book author, poet, novelist and storyteller, as well as a scholar of Native American
culture. Coauthor with Michael Caduto of the bestselling Keepers of the Earth series, Bruchac's
poems, articles and stories have appeared in hundreds of publications, from Akwesasne Notes
and American Poetry Review to National Geographic and Parabola. He has authored many
books for adults and children including Code Talker: A Novel About the Navajo Marines of World
War Two, Skeleton Man, and The Heart of a Chief. For more information about Joseph, please
visit his website www.josephbruchac.com. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.Excerpt. ©
Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Possum’s TailCherokeeThe Cherokee people
originally lived in the area now known as the states of Georgia, Tennessee, and North Carolina.
Because they adapted so quickly to the European way of life, they became known as one of the
“civilized tribes.” However, long before the coming of Europeans they had a sophisticated form of
government and lived in large, well-organized villages. In the early 1800s many Cherokee
people were forced to leave their homes and move to Indian Territory by traveling the infamous
Trail of Tears. Today Cherokee people live all over the United States, but their two contemporary
tribal governments are in Oklahoma and North Carolina. Wily, wise Rabbit is still their favorite
trickster character.Charactersnarrator bearrabbitturtleraccoonpossumottercricketNote: If more
children wish to take part in the play, other animals, such as Deer, Owl, Chipmunk, Squirrel,
Beaver, or Fox, can be represented as non-speaking parts. Props/SceneryThe forest can be
suggested by a painted backdrop or potted plants.A bandage is needed for Possum’s tail.A
medicine bottle or bowl is also needed for Possum’s tail.The oak tree for Scene III can be
painted on a backdrop.CostumesNarrator wears a turban made of patterned cloth.Animal roles
can be represented by masks made from paper plates decorated with markers, yarn, cotton
balls, beads, etc. The mask can be held by hand in front of the wearer’s face or mounted on a
handle like a fan.Possum’s furry tail can be made of dark socks stuffed with cotton and stitched
together.Possum’s rattail for Scene III can be a long piece of rope. Scene I: The ForestA group
of animals stands together.narrator: Long ago Possum had the most beautiful tail of all the
animals. Everyone knew that was true. And if anyone didn’t know, then Possum would tell him
so.bear: Tomorrow we will have a big meeting. Rabbit, you be the messenger. Go tell all the
animals. We will meet at the big oak tree when Grandmother Sun rises up into the sky.rabbit:



What will the meeting be about?bear: We will decide that tomorrow.turtle: Oh no, here comes
Possum!raccoon: He is going to brag about his tail again. I can tell.Possum enters and walks
over to the other animals, holding his long tail in front of him.possum:Siyo! (see-yo) Hello! This
day is beautiful. And so is my tail. Look at my beautiful tail.other animals:Siyo, Possum.possum:
Did you say there would be a meeting tomorrow?bear: Yes.possum: Then I should speak at the
meeting.turtle: Why?otter: Turtle, don’t ask him! He’ll just talk about his—possum: Because of
my beautiful tail. It is the most beautiful of all. It is not short like Bear’s tail. It is long and silky. It is
not stiff like Raccoon’s tail. It is soft and lovely. It is not stubby like Rabbit’s tail. It is fluffy and big.
It is not ugly like Turtle’s tail. It is pretty and nice.(Possum can continue to improvise while Bear
and Rabbit speak, saying “Isn’t it beautiful?” etc.)As Possum goes on talking, the other animals
yawn and roll their eyes. One by one they fall to the ground and pretend to sleep. During this
activity Rabbit taps Bear on the shoulder, and Rabbit and Bear step toward the audience.
Possum does not notice, but keeps talking.rabbit: I have an idea about Possum.bear: We should
stuff moss into our ears so we cannot hear him?rabbit: No, I have a better idea than that. Let me
whisper it to you. Rabbit whispers into Bear’s ear. Bear smiles and nods.bear: That is a good
idea.Bear and Rabbit turn back toward Possum, who is still talking. The other animals are still
pretending to sleep, but Possum doesn’t notice.rabbit: Possum, youdo have a beautiful
tail.possum: Yes. That is true. Shall I tell you about it?bear: No! I mean, not now.rabbit: We have
decided that you should be the first speaker at the big meeting tomorrow.possum: Of course.
That is true. The one with the most beautiful tail should always speak first.rabbit: Possum, your
tail should look its best for the meeting.possum: Of course. That is true. My tail should look its
best.rabbit: I will take you to Cricket. He will put some special medicine on your tail. Then your
tail will be ready for the meeting.possum: Of course. That is true. Let us go to Cricket. Possum
and Rabbit go offstage together. The other animals open their eyes and sit up.raccoon: Oh, no!
otter: If Possum’s tail is made more beautiful, he’ll never stop talking.turtle: Otter is right. We’ll all
have to move away to escape his bragging.bear: Don’t worry. Rabbit has a plan. Scene II:
Another Part of the ForestCricket crouches on the ground.rabbit: Cricket, I want you to put some
of yourspecial medicine on Possum’s tail.possum: Yes. That is true. I want my tail to look even
more beautiful.cricket: Rabbit, do you mean myspecial medicine?rabbit: Yes, I mean yourspecial
medicine.possum: Hurry up. I want you to fix my tail.cricket: I will fix it.(Cricket pretends to apply
medicine to Possum’s tail from either a bottle or a bowl.) This medicine will make your tail look
as it has never looked before. possum: Will everyone notice it?cricket: Oh yes, everyone will
notice it.(Cricket wraps a bandage around Possum’s tail.) Now you must keep this old snakeskin
wrapped around your tail all night. Do not take it off until you are at the meeting.Scene III: The
Forest, Near the Big Oak TreeAll the animals are gathered in a semicircle. Possum’s tail is still
wrapped in the snakeskin.bear: Possum will open our meeting.rabbit: Everyone, pay
attention.possum:Siyo, everyone. I have been asked to speak today because of my tail. It is the
most beautiful of all. Here, let me show you how beautiful it is. Possum unwraps his tail. It now
looks like a big rat’s tail, but Possum does not notice.raccoon: Look at Possum’s tail!possum:(still



showing off the tail without looking at it) Yes. Look at my tail. Look at how beautiful it is. turtle: It
has no hair at all!otter: It is really ugly.raccoon: It is funny looking.The animals begin to laugh.
Possum looks at his tail and sees that it has no hair.possum: My tail! Cricket has ruined it!
Possum sits down on the ground, closes his eyes, and then rolls onto his back with his feet up in
the air. He stays there until all the other animals have gone. Then he gets up and runs
away.narrator: So it is that Possum now has the ugliest tail of all the animals. Ever since that
time, whenever Possum meets another animal, he closes his eyes, rolls over on his back, and
pretends to be dead until the other animal goes away. And Possum no longer brags about his
tail!--This text refers to the hardcover edition.Read more
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BibliographyTo my sister Margaret,whose love of the theater has always inspired me J.B.For
Cory T.F.Published by Dial Books for Young ReadersA division of Penguin Young Readers
Group345 Hudson StreetNew York, New York 10014The artist would like to thank the staff of the
Resource Center atthe National Museum of the American Indian for their help with her
research.p. cm.Summary: Uses drama to tell seven different stories from Native American
traditions, includingthe Abenaki, Ojibway, Cherokee, Cheyenne, Snohomish, Tlingit, and Zuni.1.
Indians of North America—Juvenile drama. 2. Children’s plays, American. [1. Indians of
NorthAmerica—Drama. 2. Plays.] I. Flavin, Teresa, ill. II. Title.PS3552.R794P’ .54—
dc2198-20483 CIP ACChildren may perform these plays without obtaining permission from the
publisher and withoutpaying royalties as long as the performance is given mainly for a school or
home audience and noadmittance fees are charged. The photocopying or other reproduction of
these plays for the sole purpose ofpreparing for such a performance is also permissible without
prior written consent from the publisher.Student performances may be videotaped for use in the
classroom only. No other performance, broadcast,television, or reprint right will be allowed
without written permission from the publisher.For information write: Subsidiary Rights
Department, Dial Books for Young Readers,A division of Penguin Putnam Inc., 375 Hudson
Street, New York, New York 10014-3657.The full-color artwork was rendered in gouache on
colored drawing stock.The black-and-white artwork was rendered in pen and ink.Author’s NoteI
hope young people putting on these plays, and the adults working with them, will be guided by
the simple ideas I have provided for costuming and staging. The suggestions are appropriate for
the Native people to whom each story belongs, and add to our understanding of the different
tribal groups whose stories are retold in the plays.Gluskabe and old Man WinterAbenakiThe
homeland of the Abenaki people is the area now known as northern New England, where the
winters can be very cold. The Abenakis lived in small villages near the rivers, which were their
highways. Their birchbark-covered homes were called wigwams and were shaped like domes or
large cones. Their seasonal round of life would find them fishing at the rivers or the seashore in
the spring and summer, and hunting for deer, moose, and caribou in the woods in the autumn
and winter. Their fields of corn, beans, squash, and other plants were grown in the river valleys
and at the edges of the big lakes. Today many Abenaki people still live in Vermont, New
Hampshire, and Maine, and Abenaki children still love to hear stories of Gluskabe’s clever
tricks.CharactersSPEAKING ROLES:NARRATORGLUSKABEGRANDMOTHER
WOODCHUCKHUMAN BEINGOLD MAN WINTERFOUR OR MORE SUMMER LAND
PEOPLE, INCLUDING THE LEADER*FOUR CROWS*Note: Each of the four speaking parts for
the Summer Land People can be spoken by several children at once if a large group is
performing the play.NON-SPEAKING ROLES:SUNFLOWERSPLANTSProps/SceneryGluskabe
and Grandmother Woodchuck’s wigwam can be made of folding chairs placed back to back a



few feet apart and draped with white sheets or blankets decorated to look like birchbark with A-
shaped marks cut from black construction paper. Shapes of ferns, half-moons, and stars can
also be cut from construction paper and pinned to the sheets or blankets as decorations for the
wigwams.Old Man Winter’s wigwam can be made by draping the same folding chairs with white
sheets to look like snow.Old Man Winter’s fire made of ice can be suggested by a large ball of
wax paper.The Sun, Flowers, and Plants carry decorated paper cutouts. Gluskabe’s bag can be
any large tote bag or sack.Four balls each should be about the size of a child’s head.The pot full
of summer is a large bowl that can be covered with red construction paper. Inside are the
summersticks: several lighted flashlights, each wrapped in red paper or foil.A rattle can be made
by taping a pencil to a small milk carton covered with paper and filled with dried
beans.CostumesNarrator carries a tote bag decorated with a fern design, representing a
storyteller’s bag (which, by tradition, would have held objects to remind the storyteller of the
elements of his tale).Cluskabe wears a red blanket or towel around his shoulders.Grandmother
Woodchuck wears a brown blanket.Human Being wears a headband and leggings made of
brown cloth.Old Man Winter’s white hair can be suggested with a wig made of cotton. He is
dressed in white, with a white blanket or towel around his shoulders.The Summer Land People
wear eye patches, which can be made of felt circles sewed to a length of stretchy elastic. Make
an extra eye patch to be worn by Gluskabe in Scene III.The Crows wear black blankets or
towels.Scene I: Gluskabe and Grandmother Woodchuck’s WigwamGluskabe and Grandmother
Woodchuck sit inside with their blankets over their shoulders.NARRATOR: Long ago Gluskabe
(gloo-SKAH-bey) lived with his grandmother, Woodchuck, who was old and very wise.
Gluskabe’s job was to help the people.GLUSKABE: It is very cold this winter,
Grandmother.GRANDMOTHER WOODCHUCK: Ni ya yo (nee yah yo), Grandson. You are right!
GLUSKABE: The snow is very deep, Grandmother.GRANDMOTHER WOODCHUCK: Ni ya yo,
Grandson.GLUSKABE: It has been winter for a very long time, Grandmother.GRANDMOTHER
WOODCHUCK: Ni ya yo, Grandson. But look, here comes one of those human beings who are
our friends.HUMAN BEING: Kwai, kwai, nidobak (kwy kwy nee-DOH-bahk). Hello, my
friends.GLUSKABE AND GRANDMOTHER WOODCHUCK: Kwai, kwai, nidoba (kwy kwy nee-
DOH-bah).HUMAN BEING: Gluskabe, I have been sent by the other human beings to ask you
for help. This winter has been too long. If it does not end soon, we will all die.GLUSKABE: I will
do what I can. I will go to the wigwam of Old Man Winter. He has stayed here too long. I will ask
him to go back to his home in the Winter Land to the north.GRANDMOTHER WOODCHUCK:
Be careful, Gluskabe.GLUSKABE: Don’t worry, Grandmother. Winter cannot beat me.Scene II:
The Wigwam of Old Man WinterOld Man Winter sits in his wigwam, “warming” his hands over his
fire made of ice. The four balls of summer are on one side of the stage. Gluskabe enters stage
carrying his bag and stands to the side of the wigwam door. He taps on the wigwam.OLD MAN
WINTER: Who is there!GLUSKABE: It is Gluskabe.OLD MAN WINTER: Ah, come inside and sit
by my fire. Gluskabe enters the wigwam.GLUSKABE: The people are suffering. You must go
back to your home in the Winter Land.OLD MAN WINTER: Oh, I must, eh? But tell me, do you



like my fire?GLUSKABE: I do not like your fire. Your fire is not warm. It is cold.OLD MAN
WINTER: Yes, my fire is made of ice. And so are you!Old Man Winter throws his white sheet over
Gluskabe. Gluskabe falls down. Old Man Winter stands up.OLD MAN WINTER : No one can
defeat me!Old Man Winter pulls Gluskabe out of the lodge. Then he goes back inside and
closes the door flap. The Sun comes out and shines on Gluskabe. Gluskabe sits up and looks at
the Sun.GLUSKABE: Ah, that was a good nap! But I am not going into Old Man Winter’s lodge
again until I talk with my grandmother.Gluskabe begins walking across the stage toward the four
balls. Grandmother Woodchuck enters.GRANDMOTHER WOODCHUCK: It is still winter,
Gluskabe! Did Old Man Winter refuse to speak to you?GLUSKABE: We spoke, but he did not
listen. I will speak to him again; and I will make him listen. But tell me, Grandmother, where does
the warm weather come from?GRANDMOTHER WOODCHUCK: It is kept in the Summer
Land.GLUSKABE: I will go there and bring summer back here.GRANDMOTHER
WOODCHUCK: Grandson, the Summer Land people are strange people. Each of them has one
eye. They are also greedy. They do not want to share the warm weather. It will be dangerous.
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Brooke Greenberg, “Daughter needed it for school.. Book for school”

Gerri Parker American Indian Studies Dept. Chair, emeritus De Anza College Cupertino CA,
“Another wonderfulresource from J Bruchac.. Bruchac is always a great resource. Awesome
collection. Plays even come with staging suggestions.,G.ParkerChair American Indian Studies,
emeritusDe Anza CollegeCupertino, CA”

TwoRabbitFarm, “Homeschool fun. A must for homeschoolers interested in Native American
culture. My 8 and 6 year olds love it.”

beach reader, “Great story to be made into a play. So glad libraries hold sales of old books.”

Indecisive Andi, “Children will be Enchanted. "Pushing Up the Sky" is a collection of seven plays
for children that are created from the myths and stories of seven different American Indian tribes.
The plays are easy to produce and will hold children, as well as adult audiences, spellbound.
The illustrations by Teresa Flavin are delightful and beautifully intricate. My favorite story in the
collection is about two sisters who marry two stars in the sky. There is also an adorable story
about an inquisitive ant who asks all the animals to tell him who is the strongest. The American
Indian flavor of these plays are evident, and will add a unique spin on typical children's theatre.
Some plays even include American Indian language, phonetically spelled out for the young
actors. This book of plays is a gem for directors of children's theatre. I suggest anyone that works
with elementary level children, or is interested in American Indian mythology, to go out and get
this book today.”

Lee Francis (Laguna Pueblo), Ph.D, “Outstanding Book. This book is an outstanding work by
Joseph Bruchac (Abenaki) for all theatre professionals as well as K-12 teachers. I strongly
recommend that it be part of every school library collection.”

The book by Joseph Bruchac has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 77 people have provided feedback.
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